Professional
Learning
Educated by Nature - Professional Learning Workshops
Current workshops on offer:

Educated by Nature’s Professional
Learning workshops are designed by
Daniel Burton and Trudi Bennett.

1. Sensory Risk Taking
Sensory Risk Taking: More than just
the five senses

Their experience teaching in outdoors
classrooms over the past 15 years
provide a firm foundation for content
delivery. This, coupled with their
involvement in conferences and training
with leading nature pedagogues from
around the world and regular connection
with children in nature, ensures
educators will be equipped with current
research and information.

Multi-Sensory experiences are vital for
healthy brain development. Nature
provides positive sensory opportunities
and creates memorable learning
experiences. It engages creativity and
problem solving, promotes relaxation
and the development of affection for
nature. We will discuss the science
behind developing multi-sensory
integration and facilitate activities
that challenge both children and
adults. Experiential opportunities
allow teachers to reflect on how to
design lessons that incorporate sensory
materials and experiences to enhance
knowledge retention.

The following Professional Learning
workshops are designed to consider
the whole child in their development
through interaction with nature in a
school or early learning environment.
Trudi and Daniel combine child
development theory with storytelling
and experiential activities. Their aim is
to help educators take the first steps
required to commence, reinvigorate or
enhance outdoor learning possibilities.
The workshops can be combined with an
incursion to see the learning possibilities
at your location.

2. Cubbies and Identity
Belonging and Being in Nature:
Creating identity and learning
through cubbies
Using the childhood tradition of building
cubbies as a form of play to learn and
build community, we investigate how
this tradition can be incorporated with
the Australian Curriculum to build new
classroom culture. Calling on research
from David Sobel, and Daniel Burton and
Trudi Bennett’s experience with Nature
Pedagogy, we explore the place of cubby
building along a child development
continuum and possibilities for projects
and investigations.

The workshops have been designed with
reference to the Australian Institute for
Teaching and School Leadership Teaching
Standards. AITSL Teaching Standards 1.1,
1.2, 1.5, 3.1, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 4.1, 4.2, 4.4,
6.1, 6.2, 6.4, 7.4

$900+gst for a
2 hour workshop
with one facilitator
for up to 30 participants
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3. Tools and Independence
The Power to Transform: Using
tools to develop independence and
resilience
The ability to build and create provides
opportunities to develop confidence
and independence. Developing an
“I can” attitude and saying “YES” to
children encourages self-sufficiency
and autonomy which translates to
other areas of school and home life.
This workshop empowers teachers to
confidently use hand tools and other
technical equipment in structured
and open-ended learning experiences
to enhance student creativity and
engagement. Practical skills are
accompanied by development of risk
management techniques and safe
practices.
4. Building Nature Connection in
Community
Building Nature Connection in
Community: Using connection
modelling in an educational setting
Connection to nature is crucial to our
personal development and is enhanced
when we also practice developing our
connection to community. Inspired by
the 8 Shields Institute and the work of
Jon Young in the USA, this workshop
explores ways to tap into the natural
cycle of children and create nature
connection routines using childhood
energy. We explore some simple ways to
start integrating mindfulness, gratitude,
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collaborative learning, nature and selfawareness for resilience building using
‘Invisible School’ techniques. A twohour retreat for teachers to connect to
self, connect to nature and connect to
others.

Educated by Nature are continuously
revising and updating workshops, as well
as writing new workshops, to reflect
emerging trends and new research. Be
sure to check our website for the latest
information regarding Professional
Learning Workshops.

5. An Educators’ Balancing Act

To enquire about Professional Learning
for yourself or your school, please
contact Educated by Nature via the
phone, email or website details listed
below.

Addressing fears in Establishing
Outdoor Classrooms

6. Fire and Bravery

Nature helps children come alive with
motivation, curiosity and engaged
learning. It takes courage and trust
for teachers to break the mould and
challenge current pedagogy. Daniel
Burton and Trudi Bennett encourage
teachers to find the balance between
connected, engaging student learning
opportunities and meeting mandated
curriculum policies set by government
bodies. Addressing four common fears
in establishing an outdoor classroom
culture, this workshop highlights some
possibilities and ideas for moving
forward to provide rich outdoor learning
experiences.

Igniting Primitive Instincts: Using
fire to spark fascination, bravery
and body awareness
The flicker of the flame and crackle
of hot coals is mesmerising to both
children and adults alike. Kindling the
energy captivated through fascination
with fire, we share techniques for
teaching: body awareness and safety;
the importance of fire; understanding
the threat to our Australian
environment; plus, the physics of heat
and its power for transformation.

If your needs fall outside the offerings
outlined here, please contact Daniel or
Trudi to discuss your requirements and
customise a learning experience.

More about Educated by Nature
Educated by Nature provides learning experiences in a variety of natural spaces across Perth to facilitate connection to self,
nature and community. These connections develop children’s resilience, confidence, physical skills, curious minds and playful
spirits; equipping them for a healthy and happy life. Programs are available for families with toddlers and primary aged children,
schools, childcare providers, Out of School Hours Care programs, local councils and other organisations.
Educated by Nature is a small team of passionate Nature Educators: we are teachers, mentors and playworkers who assist
children, parents and teachers develop connections and learn within nature.
The team is led by Daniel Burton and Trudi Bennett, qualified teachers and Nature Connection Mentors specialising in outdoor
classrooms. Their knowledge base has formed over many years through
additional professional development, study tours and participation and
presentation at various conferences within Australia and internationally.
Emphasis is placed on engagement with current research, networks and
mentoring relationships.
At Educated by Nature, staff participate fully in play by modelling sensory risk
taking, wondering, adventuring, building and encouraging nature awareness.
Programs combine freedom for children to live by their instinctive behaviour,
with empathy and understanding for nature and each other. We believe this
combination assists children to grow resilience through nature connection. 
Visit our website and see our Principles for Learning in Nature and Art of
Mentoring pages for more information.
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